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PREFACE 

This report is part of a Rar.d study of "Voice Data Processing Capabilities 
Applied to Defense Requirements." The project is designed to augment the current 
speech understanding lesearch !SUR) of other Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency contractors by investigating applications of this research to military sys- 
tems. Among the various components of the project are: 

»     Analysis cf the nature of speech as a man-computer communication channel. 
• Identification of military man-computer interfaces where the use of speech 

would be operationally attractive 
• Study of the acoust'c signal processing aspects of speech understanding sys- 

tems. 
• Study of natural language and linguistic aspects of speech understanding sys- 

tems. 

This report focuses on the nature of speech as a man-computer communication 
channel. It discusses various intrinsic characteristics of speech that may be attrac- 
tive, or cause problems, in man-computer communication. 

The material in this report should be of use to planners, dee'^ner?. and imple- 
menters of man-computer interfaces, and to researchers in speech recognition and 
understanding The Information Processing Technology branch of ARPA in par- 
ticular, shcuid find this report useful in their larger study of speech understanding 
by computer. 
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SUMMARY 

This report investigates the intrinsic characteristics and the associated attrac- 
tive features and problem areas of speech as a man-computer cOinniumcation chan- 
nel. Among the attractive features of speech and auditory channels are their in- 
dependence of visual and manual channels, the omnidirectional nature of speech 
propagation, the ability to communicate simultaneously with men and machines, 
and 'he potential for using a telephone instrument as a complete computer terminal. 

The problem areas include incomplete knowledge of linguistic and semantic 
aspects of speech processing, lack of effective techniques of acoustic signal process- 
ing, and the need for large amounts of digital processing. It is expected, however, 
that t' e results of the current large speech understanding research projects and the 
advances in digital technology !?hould, in a few years, permit economically attractive 
inplen er.tation of speech-based man-computer interlaces. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

Many contemporary computer applications require continuous interaction be- 
tween men and computers. Typically, meu communicate to computers new material 
in the form of programs and data, requests for processing or retrieval of prev.iusiy 
storea or data entered from external sources, and other information required 
for processes performed by the computer In turn, compute 'S communicate to men 
the requested information, results of completed processes, and any other informa- 
tion they are programmed to produce. 

The principal man-computer communication channels are manual, visual, and 
audio channels. In this report, the manual channel is considered to include all 
mechanically operated computer-input devices, not just those operated by hand. The 
visual channel includes displays and signals for visual sensing by man and el&rtro- 
optical seiising by computers. The audio channels include computer equipment and 
systems for recognizing spoken utterances and equipment for producing synthetic 
speech. 

Moc of the present interactive computer applications employ manual channels 
for u . n-to-cc -n-uter and visual channels for computer-to-man communication. The 
use of the speech channel for these purposes is st." in its infancy. However, recent 
advances in designing speech synthesis equipment and the current research efforts 
in the design of techniques for computer recognition of speech are likely to make 
speech communications between man and computer technically and economically 
feasible in a few years. 

The choice of man-computer communication channels depends on nurerou!' 
operational, human, and economic factors. Most important among these are 'he ease 
of use in the context of the tasks performed, the interaction language used, and the 
ooerational environment; the ability tv maintain required interaction rates; the 
implications on processing speed and memory capacity; and tne cost-benefit advan- 
tages over other, competing channels. 

For manual and visual channels these factors have been thoroughly enalyjed 
rnri are widely available in the literature [1J. In the case of the speech hannel, 
however, this information is scarcer [2,3]. The purpose of this report is to provide 
rdditional design information by identifying the attractive feavure» anc. p'o'Iem 
areas associated with the use of speech as a man-computer communicatioo channel. 
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II.   SPEECH AS A MAN-TO-COMPUTER 
COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 

It is a natural activity foi a person to mentally encode his requests, observa- 
tions, and ideas into sentences of a natural language—one that he uses in his daily 
communication with other persons—and express these in spoken form. Natural 
languages have ovoived over long periods of time ard, chüracteristicaily, pern.it 
greal flexibility in expression and enormous variety in shades of meaning. That is. 
thr mapping of mental images into natural language expressions is a many-tomany 
T/rocess. The resolution of the uncertainty inherent in natural language statements 
is clone by the receiver on the basis of the context—the receiver's knowledge of the 
.speaker's characteristics, the circumstances associated with the communication, 
and so on. Often the uncertainty cannot, b" resolved at all and the receiver must 
request additional infotmation. 

The expression of a given naural language statement in speech is another 
many-to-many transformation—the generated acoustic signals differ from speaker 
to speaker as functions of their voice tract physiology, sex, accent, dialect, physical 
condition, and emotional state. Further, all natural languages contain homonyms, 
which can be resolved only in context. 

The understanding of spoken natural language expressions is a complex process 
that must draw upon a great deal of the receiver's accumulated experience and 
krowiedge and may require further clarifying communications with the speaker. 
A( tempting to understand a spoken utterance without the use of context and previ- 
ous knowledge is similar to the problem of understanding a spoken exoressbn in a 
foreign language by looking up each wor7 in the dictionary. First one would have 
to hypothesize the spelling and handle t'.e homonym possibilities, and then resolve 
the multiple meanings. 

The use of unconstrained natural language utterances for speech communica- 
tion with computers is beset with ths difficulties outlined above. Since it is not 
practical to provide a computer with all the contextual information required to 
resolve the ambiguities inherent in unconstrained natural language, some restrict- 
ed form of the language must be used. For example, the vocabulary may be limited 
to a few hundred words that are used with unique meanings, and rigid syntactical 
rules may be imposed. Further, contraints may be placed on the speakers {it may 
be required that isolated-word speech, rathei than continuous speech, be used—each 
word would be uttered separately with a pause after each word). Despite the loss in 
expressicnal power and flexibility that such restrictions entail, there are situations 
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where speech may be attractive for man-to-computer communication even if severe- 
ly constrained languages must be used. 

The foliuwing sections discuss the intrinsic characteristics and the associated 
attractive features and problem areas of the upe of speech as a man-to-comjiuter 
communication channel. A part of this discussion is ba5"d on materia! that has 
previously appeared in the literature [2-5]. 

For ease of reference, the following code system is used to designate each char 
acteristic, attractive feature, and problem area: the letter C indicates a characteris- 
tic, the letter A an attractive feature, and the letter P a probier: area. For example, 
the first characteristic is designated by C-l, itei first attractive feature by A-l.l, and 
its first problem area by P-l.l. 

MESSAGE GENEKATION AND ENCODING 

The constant use of speech has made humans very skillful in communication 
with others through this channel. Speech can be produced effortlessly, spontaneou-i- 
ly, at a high rate, and under almost all envircnmental conditions. Speech is the 
principal way humans communicate with each otuer. Hence, tne following charac- 
teristics of speech can be identified: 

C.l      Speech is man's natural and primary communication channel. 

The first attractive feature of this characteristic is: 

All      The use of speech is familiar and convenient v/hen the language 
is similar to the speaker's native tongue and is easy to pronounce. 

The speech channel loses its attractiveness as the language departs more and 
more from natural language, i.e., when words are artificially composed and are 
difficult to pronounce, requiring character by character spelling; when the syntax 
is rigid; and when abbreviations, numeric data, special symbol:-., and punctuation 
marks must be included. Military iravel orders are representative of a language that 
is unattractive to lead aloud. Although any person can be trained to become fluent 
in some special language, departures from familiarity certainly diminish the attrac- 
tiveness of speech. 

A-1,2      Speech is highly suitable .^nd the preferred channel for spontane- ■ 
oi's generation of messages. 

Among such channels may be emergeucy messages an^ orders to change some 
action, ft has been claimed that under normal circumstances speech generation has 
lower reaction time than moving a hand or even a finger to operate a pushbutton. 
Situations requiring emergency inputs into a computer may arise in connection with 
human monitoring of computer controlled processes or equipment and computer 
monitoring of human performance (for example, when the human controller of some 
processea or equipment becomes physically incapacitated). One would expect, ho'v- 
ever, that such emergency commands would be items of a very limited vocabulary 
(such as "Stop" and "Heip" and would involve only a few words. 
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A-1,3      Speech is potentially the highest capacity versatile communica- 
tion channel for man-to-computer input. 

Data about the communication rates possible by using speech and the various 
manual channels are summarized in Table 1. These data show that speech is a high 
capacity communication channel naturally available to all humans (who would be 
likely to be interacting with computers) without the need for additional training, 

ConMderably higher data input rates are possible with special keyboards where 
a complex statement can be entered by operating a single pushbutton reserved 
specifically for the statement. Although this arrangement is faster than typing or 
speaking, such a pushbutton arrangement k not very flexible and t requires train- 
ing; similar speed advantages are also possible in the speech channel by using codes. 

Table  1 

DATA RATES   F:ä  MAM-TO-COKPUrER  COMMUNICATION 

Coiimunlcation 
Mcde 

Rate 
(Worüs/sec .) Reisarks 

Oral reading 19] 
Random wcrds 2.1 - 2.8 Selected frOiB 5000 word 

dictionary 

iUiidom words. 3.0 - J.8 Selected from 2500 most 
familiar asonosyllab! e 
words 

iNontechnical prose 3.9 - 4.a 

Repeating the saae 
word 

8.0 
4.0 

One syllable 
Two syllables 

Silent reeding 2.5 - J.f 

Spontaneous speaking 2.0 - 3.6 

Handwriting [4] .38 - .42 

Handprinting 14] .2? - .53 

Typing (lOj 
Skilled 1.6 - 2.5 Text (100 wpB - 150 wpni) 

Inexperienced .2 -  .4 

Stenotype (chord type- 
vritet) (11) 3.3 - 5 Typically 1/3 of the stroke, 

of the typewriter 

Operating tou-.h-tone 
telephone (4J 1.2 - 1.5 10 buttons 

Operating thumb-wheel 
Input device 1.8 digits/ !ec. Sequence of 10  aigitB '12) 

Rotary dialing 1,54 digits 'sec. Sequence of 10 digits [12] 
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A-1.4      Using speech, simultanecus communication with both men and 
computers is possible. 

This advantage over conventional man-computer communication devices can be 
used in the design of systems where computer! monitor and assist in decision pro- 
cesses and planning. With the help of expected future developments in linguistic 
processing, decision theory, heuristic search, and other topics of artificial intelli- 
gence, data bases and programs could be developed for analyzing human conversa- 
tions and statements for logical consistency and factual content, point out over- 
looked implications, and th-^ like. Such systems are not likely before the 19S0s, but 
they offer intrig ihig possibilities 113]. 

INTERACTION WITH OTHER CHANNELS 

The nexc characteristic pertains to the interactions of the speech channel vith 
other communication channels available to humans: 

C.2 The speech channel is independent of the visual channel or hu- 
man voluntary motor activities 'other than those required for 
speech production). 

The only muscles required for speech production are those that operate the 
vocal cavity, tongue, jaw, and lips and that control breathing. Other muscles and 
other bodily activities interfere only insofar as they affect breathing or require 
convicting mental activities 

A-2.1 Communication using speech can take place simultaneously with 
other visual or manual tasks, when the speaker is walking, and 
in total darkness. 

This is a very important feature of the speech channel. In numerous situations, 
especially in military systems, communication with computers is not the only task. 
A standard example is piloting an aircraft while interacting with other pquipment 
through a computer. 

Other situations where the user's eyes and hands are occupied but information 
must be entered into the computer include the following: 

• Computer-aided troubleshooting of equipment, performing experiments, medi- 
cal diagnosis, 

• Source data input in taking inventory, in making field observations, in tracking 
tasks. 

• Operating computer-graphics equipment—graphic input tablet and stylus, ex- 
amining reconnaissance photographs. 

• Monitoring of computer control of processes and equipment. 
• Control of telecperator systems. 
• Data fusion, as in intelligence work. 

^1—. -   ■ ^ 
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Most of these applications invoive well-defined tasks where s speech interface 
VTOuld r^uire only a small vocabulary, and isolated-word speech recognition would 
be adequate. For examplc, a propew-ed voice-operated radio channel r-elector [14] has 
a vocabuiarv of 12 words to be spotted in continuous speech 

SPEAKER CHARACTERISTICS 

fhe acoustic characteristics of the gehertited speech signals depend on the 
structure jf the speakers; vocal tract (a function of the speaker's sex and age* and 
its dynarrics. The latter is a function of the native language of the speaker (if not 
Lnglish. a foreign accent) or hi? geographic background (a .egioiial accent). Infec- 
tions and other pathological conditions in the vecal tract or nasal cavity also affect 
the speech quality. Articulation and timing are snfiuencKl by fatigue Unusual 
'imotiora! conditions r.n change the normal speech characteristics (change thf 
pitch, cause tenseness, changr. breathing rate«. 

C.3 Speech contains a great deal of information about the speaker: 
his physiological characteristics; physical cor.üition; emoti lal 
state; and geographic, national, and cultural background. 

This leads to two attractive features and two problem areas in the application 
of speech for man-to-computer communication. 

A-3.1      The useufspchihput, allows checking the speaker'^ identity for 
access control purposes. 

There is considerable interest in using spe* -ch difierences as a means for aut icn- 
ticpticp a person's identity. Carefully cho«:; speech f "inples can be analy^ied and 
a sot of speecu parameters computeJ and stored. To authenticate his identity the 
person speaks a predetermined sen:ence. The speech parameters determin'xi from 
this sample are con.pared with stored parameters. Considerable work is being done 
on this topic [15,16]. Hence, using speech asan input channel allows checking of the 
■•ser's ideni;*y as a by-product. 

A-3.2     The speech commumcution channel has the potential for rr -mi- 
toring the physical and einotionai state of the user 

The capability stems from tne effects on speech, of fatigue, illne^, and emotions, 
as mentioned above [17J. For tasks requiring an operator's full attention and sound 
judgment, the speech channel may allow checking his condition. 

A problem area associated with characteristic C.3—the person-to-persen varia- 
bility of speech signal and its dependenwe on physical and emotional condition— 
complicates the speech processing task and requires knowledge of the speaker's 
characteristics. These can be obtained beforehand or "learning sea ^ns" must be 
arrange'' for the new speaker Lefore he can operate the interface. 

P-3.1      The variations c speech signal» with individual characteristics 
and conditions can greatly increase the process'ng and storage 
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soace requirements fir speech understanding or recognition md 
increase recogmtiun error rat« 

Another piobieni related to this " t the variation in pronunciation and speaking 
habi*-      peakers from different geographic, national, or cultural origins. 

P-3.2 An acceptable rtcogmt ion rate wi h a particular speaker re- 
quires ehe determinatnn ?rd sto.age This speech characteris- 
tics. Hence, spontaneous i ep'lacement of one operator with anoth- 
er may be dir.cult and a training session may be r^uired. 

ELIo-ts are undtnvay to miniiniie fie tuning required. In some applications where 
the speakers a ve uncooperative (as in monitoring of voice communications for intelli- 
gence purposes» thL? is a considerable problem. 

Both of the above problems can be expected to arise in systems where the 
speakers are likely to have heterogeneous backgrounds. Operators could be specifi- 
cally chosen from a more cr less homogeneous group, but the possibility for easy 
replacement with a speaker not in the group becomes more difficult. 

SPEECH PROPAGATION 

Speech propagates in the atmosphere in the form of pressure waves. It also 
propagatts through liquid and s^'id media, but these in/roduce attenuation and 
distortion. Pressure waves are reflected from and around objecU. They can be easily 
changed into electrical form and back again. 

C.4      Speech propagation is omnidirectional. No free line of sight ;s 
»t ^uired. 

This leads to the following attractive feature of speech for use as a man-to-computer 
communication channel: 

A-4.1 For speech input, the speaker can be in an arbitrary orientation 
relative to the microphone, at considerable distance from the 
microphone, or behhd a barrier. 

Microphones with various "fif ids-of-view" and sensiiivities can be constructed. 
The user may move around relative to the microphone in performing a task. The 
computer input console need not be user-centered, but may be "stretched out" to 
allow optimal placing of various output devices and displays side by side. The user 
can walk back and forth while inputting h ,'brmation. 

There is ako a problem area here—interference by the ambient acoustical 
ncise: 

P-4.1 The omnidirectional nature of speech propagation allows inter- 
ference by other acoustical signals generfcied in the same room or 
in the genera) environment. 

4,    I 
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'.itesferince may be due to users ofanother speech interface i.i the same room 
or t^ operational noiho of the computer system or other equipment, or from outride 
The loist- problem will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent section. It is 
mentioned here to show that the nature of speech signal propagation creates the 
interference potential. 

C-5 Speech is easy to convert into electrical form for long distance 
transmission. Trarsdcc^rs are inexpensive and small and can 
provide high fidelity. 

Consequently, the attractive features for man-to-computer communication are: 

A-5.1 Speech communication with computers is compatible with exist- 
ing voice communication networks and systems. This allows 
remote input from locations where no special computer-related 
equipment is available. 

A-5.2 The use of lightweight, portable microphones or mic-ophones 
built into other equipment allows considerable freedom of move- 
ment by the user. 

These two features also show that the existing voice communication system can be 
used for speech input to a computer if it meets certain minimum quality standards. 

The following is a problem area in implementation of speech interfaces with 
computers: 

P-5.1 The electrical form of speech input is subject to electrical noise 
and distortion in the telephone system or in radio communica- 
tions. 

Certain speech scundi (such as fricatives) resemble white noise, which also 
occurs in telephone and radio transmissions and, thus, confuse the recognition 
system. Other common types of noise and distortion are burst noise, echo, crosstalk, 
frequency ti anslation, and cupping. AM of these can increase understanding recogni- 
tion error r, ,es il8,191 

Finally, ther^ is one more problem are» ^«ised by the nature ofspeech propaga- 
tion: 

P-4.2 Speech communications can be overheard directly by others in 
the vicinity, or by using acoustic pickup devices. Hence, another 
dimension has been added to the security problem in man-com- 
puter communications. 

This acoustic emanation problem is added to the exist,ng eiecl-omagnetic ema- 
nation problem, and to all the other data serurity threats that exist independently 
crthe mode of the man-to-tomputer communication interface [20]. 

A speech aignal propagating through the atmosphere is a transitory phenome- 
non. A speech input into the computer, likewise, does not leave an easy-to-perceive 
hard copy. An acousti. ^pe recording can be made, Dut this is troublesome to 
consult. 

C-€      Speech propagation is transitory and volatile. 

■ ^ 
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The associated problem area is 

P-6.i      No hard copy is produced of speech input as a natural by-product. 
A magnetic recording can be made but is inconvenient to use. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES 

Speech generation and speech propagation are both affected by environmental 
conditions. Certain of these 'such as 1( mperature, humidity, or cramped condition 
of the speaken affect speech generation or propagation only indirectly (for example, 
through accelerating the onset of fatigue and emotional conditions'; others have 
more direct effects isuch as mechanical forces en the speaker, composition of atmos- 
phere, need to wear special equipment). 

C-7      Speech production is affected by mechanical io, -es on the speak- 
er. 

The mechanical forces may be in the form of vibrations, acceleration forces, cr 
other steady state or random forces caused by motion. The same forces also »ffect 
operation of manual input devices and, in some cases, the effect is more pronounced. 
In the case of speech, mechanical forces mainly affect breathing and conti-olling of 
the jaw. the organ with the greatest mass in the speech production system. 

In comparison with tho use of conventional man-compuier interfaces, speech 
has the following attractive features when subjected to various environmental con- 
ditions. 

A-7,1      Speech is unaffected by weightlessness 

\ here is no evidei ce that speech is affected by weightlessness (at least as far as 
short duration space nights are conce.-ned) and artificial gravity. Although the 
movement of hands and fingers is also noi appreciably impaired under these condi- 
tions, the operator may have to be strapped to a conventional input terminal. 

Regarding susceptibility of speech to other mechanical forces, speech genera- 
tion and voice characteristics may be affected by body resonances and sudden jolts* 

P-Tl      Speech generation is affected by vibrations, high levels of acceler- 
ations, and other mechanical forces. 

However, these effect" are not very substantial. For example, a set of experiments 
in a centrifuge [21,221 showed that the speech recognition accuracy of a specific 
isolated-word recognition system was changed about 5 percent when vertical 
sinusoidal vibration was increased A ncminal .05 to .3 g. Sustained acceleration 
reduced the recognition accuracy by 10 percent when the subject received 4 g. 
acceleration. The main problems here were difficultv in maintaining normal breath 
in,!, increased breathing noise, and straining of facia] mus.des 

The effect of vibration on tactile input devices decreases the input rate and 
increases errors. For example, an experiment involving operating pushbuttons. 
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rotary dials, and thumbwheels,[23{showed almost negli^ibie change in Performance 

at .3 g. vibration, but about 10 percent degradation at .8 g. 
Changes in the atmospheric pressure and composition also aflect speech genera- 

tion and voice characteristics: 

C-.H      Speech production and propagation are affected by the composi- 
tion of ihe atmosphere and the ambient pressure. 

There are no attractive features associated with this speech characteristic. 
The e are some problems, however. 

P-8.1      Speech intelligibility at d the natural voice characteristics of th, 
speaker are affected u, atmospherk' composition and pressure 

This causes proolems in submarine systems, especially in voice communication 
fron divers j:?4.25), as well as in other manned systems. Eleva'-d pressure, likewise, 
affects speech intelligibility (26j. Another problem arisen in the use of breathing 
equipment by pilots and astronauts: 

P-8.2      Special breathing equipment, such as an oxygen mask, produces 
breathing noises that affect speech recognizability. 

The noise spectra of inhaling and exhaling are broadly spread and mask many of 
the important speech sound frequencies [22]. 

AMBIENT NOISE 

In almost every environment there are ambient acoustic signals due to people, 
equipment in operation, or natural phenomena that potentially interfere with 
speech inputs: 

C-9      A propagating speech signal is subject to interference by any 
other acoustic signal. 

There seem to be no stron? attractive features of the speech channel due to this 
characteristic, although certain information about the speaker's environment may 
be extracted from the interfering ambient noise. For example, if the background 
noise represents operation of some equipment being monitored by the speaker a 
change in the background noise spectrum may 'se a signal of approaching malfunc- 
tioning of the equipment In some other situation, the speaker himself may be at a 
location that is subject to intrusion or danger. The intrusion noises here may alert 
the central control and permit i/uick dispatching of assistance Thus, a weak attrac- 
tive featur«; might be claimed: 

A-9.1 Interference of speech signals by other ambient acoustic signals 
permits extraction of information about unusual activities at the 
speaking location. 

The problem area is an obvious one; 
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P-9.1      Interference of the speech signal by ambient noise can greatly 
reduce speech recogm7ability. 

Depending on the nature of the ambient noise (its frequency spectrum intensity. 
frequency of occurrencei, the reliability of the speech channel may be sporadic. In 
certain applications, use of speech as a computer input may be entirely ruled out 
because of the ambient noise. Indeed, even inan-to-man speech communication is 
impossible in many high noise environments. 

The ambient noise problem may be quite jcute in. environments centain. ig 
equipment in operation (aircraft engines, teletype terminals, ind so on • or other 
spe?kpfVH [27]. Among the techniques available for alleviating this problem are 
noise-cancelling microphones, special vcvabalary designs, and signal processing 
techniques [28]. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF SPEECH INTERFACES 

Implementation of the speech commanication channel for the man-to-computer 
interface requires considerable equipment and processing: a microphone for speech- 
to-electrical signal conversion, analog equipment for sp^^h ftaiure extraction and 
for analog-to-digital conversion, and a digital computer for the recognition and 
understanding of the utterance [5,6,29,30]. However, only the microphone need be 
in the same location as the speaker; the rest of the equipment is usually at the site 
of the computer, and the necessary processing may be performed by the same 
computer. 

C-10      A microphone is the only speech interface equipment that must 
be in the same enclosure as the speaker. 

The consequent attractive feature is: 

A-10.1      The speech interface can be implemented without using any 
space on a terminal or console panel. 

This has important connotations in systems where many displays and controls are 
packed on a terminal or control console panel. 

Another characteristic of he speech interface pertains to speech processing: 

C-ll      A, digital computer is an essential element in the implementation 
or a speech interface for computer input 

Compared with the manual channel, the speech interface involves more proc- 
essing and equipment Indeed, it is unlikely that the speech interface can ever 
compete wi'.h keyboard, pushlittons, and the like on a strict equipment and process- 
ing cost basis. This produces the problem area: 

P-ll.l      The speech interface requires special analog equipment and digi- 
tal processing. The latter depends on the constraints placed on the 

-Ä»—*- 
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intpracticn language (vocabulary size, the amount of pausing be- 
tween words, syntactic rules) and on the nature of the tasks in- 
volved. 

Although all types of speech interface implementations require equipment for 
initial processing of the acoustic speech signal [29], the requirements for linguistic 
processing [30,31] depend on the various characteristics of the interface. For exam- 
ple, very modest amounts of linguistic processing may be required in isolated-word, 
syntactically consttain^d, small vocabulary speech recognition systems. However, 
the linguistic processirg required for unconstrained natural language understand- 
in? and recognition systems is still beyond the capabilities of contemporary comput- 
er science 

The isolated-word speech interface systems have already become a reality [32], 
but more work is required to develop sufficiently capable continuous speech under- 
standing systems [33). The present research efl'orts in this area are expected to lead 
to practical, continuous speech man-to-computer interfaces in the late 1970s [4]. 
However, these systems will continue to place restrictions on the syntax and vocabu- 
'a-v size. 

* - 
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III.   SPEECH IN COxMPUTER-TO-MAN COMMUNICATION 

Unlike the use of speech for computer input, atitomatic synthesis of spoken 
messages bj computers is now practical. This is indicited by a recent survey o'the 
state of the art [34] and by the number of firms producing voice response and speech 
answer-back equipment [35,36]. Hence, only a L/ief discussion of the attractive 
features and problei-n areas of the use of speech for computer-to-men communica- 
tions is presented to cotnplement the more extensive discussion above of its use for 
mari-to-computer communications. 

ATTRACTIVE FEATURES AND PROBLEM AREAS 

The following attractive features of bj ch as a computer-to-man communica- 
tion medium ensue directly from the general characteristics of speech discussed in 
Section II. The coding system is continued heie: 

A-1.5 Speech is the natural way for humans to receive communicat ions 
from others, it is compatible with the use of speech as the comput- 
er input channel. 

Humans car; maintain a high level of vigilance for acoustic signals and are capable 
of detecting the expected verbal messages despite higli levels of ambient noise. It 
may be possible to listen to more than one spoken message at a time; special alerting 
and emergency messages can get immediate attention: 

A-1.6 Several spoken messages could be received and u'derstood simul- 
taneously. 

A problem area here is the speed of spoken computer-to-man communication 
compared with that of the visual channel; the visual channel is normally many 
times faster: 

P-1,3 The rate of receiving spoken messages is mud. slower than the 
rate of receiving messages through the visual channel. 

Just as in the case of speech generation, the human auditory input channel is 
independent of the visual channel and of most of the human motor activities. How- 

13 
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ever, there is considerable interaction between the auditory channel and speech 
generation. 

A-2.2 Spoken messages can be received without interrupting the uso of 
the visual channel or any motor activities and in total darkness. 

As pointed out in Section 11, human speech contains a great deal of information 
about the speaker, as well as i: jr-verbal ciues (prosodic features), which may be used 
by tlie speaker to augment the verbal message. These are analyzed by the listener 
and used to resolve ambiguities (for example, the final inflection can change a 
sentence from a statement to a question, or the lack of it can change a statement 
phrastd as a question into an exclamation *. Althr-ugh the preset state of the art 
»/speech synthesis is not yet sufficiently advanced, the ability to synthesize prosodic 
features may .nake speech output from computers more effective than visual mes- 
sages. 

A-3.3 Speech output has the potential for highly effective romputer-to- 
man communication. 

The omnidirectional nature of speech propagation in the atmosphere has sever- 
al attractive features for the use of synthesized speech for computer-toman com- 
munication: 

A-4.2 In computer-to-man communication through speech, the human 
listener can be in arbitrary orientation, some distance from the 
computer, or behind a barrier, and he may be in motion. 

A-4.3 Any number of listeners can receive the spoken message from the 
computer simultaneously. 

The attractive features A-5.1 and A-5.3 regarding the compatibility of speech 
with existing voice conimunication systems also apply to computer-produced spoken 
messages. Indeed, given a computer system with both speech input and speech 
response capability, the ordinary telephone instrument becomes a computer termi- 
nal. 

Speech is a transient and volatile phenomenon and requires special efforts for 
converting into readily accessible hard copy form, making proolem P-6.1 equally 
applicable to computer-to-man communication. 

Of the environmental factors, only ambient noise has effects on the human 
ability to receive spoken computer messages when those are sent in a broadcast 
manner However, even when spoken messages are broadcast in moderately noisy 
environments, the human auditory system has the ability to concentrate on a spe- 
cific message and ignore other messages or noise (this is the so-called "cocktail party 
situation"). Individual headsets can be used even in extremely noisy environments. 

A-7.2 "veech reception by humans is not appreciably affected by 
weightlessness, vibration, or mechanical forces. 

Finally, regarding the implementation of the speech output interface from a 
computer, the listener needs no other equipment than a speaker or headsets. The 
attractive feature A-IO.l also holds here; the speech output equipment does not 
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compl'cate the terminai equipment or require additional panel spac«? (except for a 
simply volume control). 

APPLICATIONS 

The present applications of speech as the computer-toman communication 
channel are mainly in banking and in credit checking industries, where simple, 
well-formatted responses can be used [34]. However, there is a great deal of interest 
in achieving general capabilities for converting text inio synthesized speech [371. 
Construction of leading machines for the blind is a research area of special interest 
[38]. 

' 
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IV.   INTERFACE ANALYSIS FOR SPEECH APPLICATIONS 

The design of an effective yet economical man-computer interface is a complex 
process that must take into account the nature of the tasks being implemented at 
the interface; the human roles, capabilities, and shortcomings in task performance; 
and the environment in which the interface is used. Tiiese are discussed below in 
terms >f the speech channel characteristics and their associated attractive features 
and problem areas, which are summarized in Table 2 at the end of this section. 

ROLES OF HUMAN OPERATORS 

The most demanding role for a human operator in a man-computer system, 
military command-control systems in particular, is that of the decision muker.'The 
role of the computer in rhis situation is to provide Ke necessary information and 
assistance for decision making support and to be instrumental in the dissemination 
of ihe decision There are several dimensions that characterize military decision 
making [39! and place demands on the man-computer interface: 

• Cttticality of tlie consequences e.nd outcomes. The interface must be reliable 
and permit unambiguous and secure communications. It must help the human 
operator to interact dependably under high levels of psychological stress. 

• Ditemity of the population of decisions to be made. Thr interface must be flexi- 
ble. 

• Dynamic nature of the decisions. Most of the decisions remain valid only for 
shor* periods and must be frequently modified. The interlace must be natural, 
flexible, and ea^y to use. 

» Diversity of decision makers. In the military, the operators come from hetero- 
geneous populations and have different cultural backgrounds, knowledge of tVe 
interface capabilities, and decision making strategies. The interface must )ie 
simple to operate, flex'1 ie, and helpful. 

• Effectiveness criteiia lor decisions are varied and intricate and depend on the 
operational context. 

Man-computer communication through speech can contribute to the design of 
interfaces that are flexible and natural io use (characteristics C-l and C-5). However, 
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speech communication is not necossarily suitable in all situations. For example, it 
is more natural to identifv graphically prssented information items by pointingat 
an item than by speaking the item's name or the coordinates of its location. The use 
of speech channel also places additional requirements on the reliabililyot'tne inter- 
face (P-3.1, P-3.2, P-9.I, and P-ll.l). On the other hand, it also provides capabilities 
not readily achievable by using other man-computer communication channels (A- 
3.1. A-3.2, and A-9.li. 

Among the other roles of human operators in man »mputer systems ere the 
following: 

• Sensor or transducer: fie human task is to input information into the comput- 
er system's data base. He may actually acquire the data directly (such as 
through surveillance o-'some activities of interest i or act -".erely as a transducer 
(such as converting printed text into computer readable form'-. This is essentially 
an open-loop operction, although feedback may be provided to assure the correct 
input of the data. A speech interface enhances this role through characteristics 
C-4. C 5, and (MO. 

• Retriever or inquirer: the human task ig to request information from the data 
base. The process is a simple question s. : nswer operation within some well- 
defined task area («uch as literature search or obtaining factual statements 
about force status). The naturalness and flexibility o( the speech communication 
channel (characteristic C-l) can increase the operator's eff'ectivenass in this role. 

' Controller: the task is to order discrete state changes in the state of equioment 
or processes (such as using the computer to go through a checkout process one 
step at a time). The independence of the speech channel on the manual and 
visual channels (characteristic C-2), the propagation characteristics iC-4), envi- 
ronmental effects (C-7, C-8, and C-9), and interface implementation aspects (C-10 
and C-11) influence the effectiveness of the speech interface. 

• Monitor: the monitor observes an automated control operation performed by 
computer, where the human role is to oversee the process and intercede if 
necessary. The role here is to provide additional reliability as well as flexibility 
in handling unusual situations. Monitoring is a vigilance task, which often 
involves long periods of passive observation of data displays. The speech channel 
can both provide alerting information rrom the system and allow rapid re- 
sponses by the operator to emerf ency sitaations (A-I.2, C-2). 

• Problem solver: the problem solver is a participant in J computer-assisted 
task, where the computer contnbutt" evaluations and data allowing the human 
partner to proceed. Examples here are computer-aided tracking of objects, diag- 
nosis of malfu ,:tions, and pattern recognition. Here the man-computer inter- 
face provides tight coupling and a great deal of feedback Another form of 
problem-solving activity is performed by a trainee in a computer-assisted in- 
structional system. Once again, speech characteristics C-l, C-2, C-4, and C-l 1 are 
applicable. 

In all of the above roles of human operators in man-computer systems, speech 
communications wit computers promise operational advantages. The principal 
drawbacks are the increased demands on interface reliability and the need for 
additional processing for the speech interface. The implementation of the speech 
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interface as an isolated-word (rather than continuous-speech) recognition system 
reduces the reliability problems, but it also reduces the attractiveness of speech 
communications from the point of view of naturalness and .lexibiUty .characteristic 
C-l). 

APPLICATION CRITERIA 

la each of the above roles, the human operator performs a task or a set of tasks. 
The following characteristics of these tasks provide a checklist for applicability of 
the speech interface for their performance: 

1. Nature of the task (routine, critical, time 'urgent). 
2. Time characteristics of the task (continuous, periodic, sporadic). 
3. Variabihty of the task. 
4. Intensity level of task Performance (high level interaction, vigilance task, 

routine interaction, monitoring). 
5. Response requirement for task performance (time-critical, leisurely). 
6. Input loading of task performer (the number of information sources and 

the need for their correlation for task performance). 
7. Output loading of the tas!': performer (the number of difierent responses 

that he may need to generM«, different input mechanisms he may u^ed to 
operate). & 

8. Operator's physical state when performing his task (sitting, standing, 
moving, prone) 

9. Operator's physical safely and ether stress conditions when performing 
task. 

10. System's state when operator performs ta^k if xed stationary, continuous 
motion, erratic motion). 

11. Operator's level of isolation in performing task (alone, part of a group, 
members of other group-) at the station. 

12     Environmental condition (climatic, acoustic, mechanical, pnssure, atmos- 
pheric). 

13. Training and skill level requirements of the operator 
14. Nature of the interaction language and formats. 
15. Requirements for security. 

The speech understanding and recognition systems used to implement a speech 
interface are also characterized by a series of design features that must be taken into 
account when considei ing the use of speech for a given man-cemputer task perform- 
ance. These are discussed in detail in [2] and need not be repeated here. 

Answers to the above checklist provide information for the implementation of 
a speech interface in a particular man-computer task performance application and 
allow determination of the expected operational benefits. Equally important are the 
questions on the coste of implementing the speech interface; required processing 
power and memory capacity. Depending on the specifics of the proposed application, 
conditioning of the communication links and the volume, weight, and power con- 
"urnption of the speech interface equipment may also be important. 

i 
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AN EXAMPLE 

As an example of the analysis ofa man-computer interface for potential use of 
the speech communication channel, consider the computer-aided control of avionics 
functions and equipment in fighter aircraft: communications, flight control of the 
aircraft, navigation, fire control, electronic countermeasures, and test and fault 
location systems. At present, these systems tend to be autonomous anci possess their 
own independent controls, processors, and displays. In the future, however, they will 
iy- parts of en integrated avionics information system f40j. 

The emphasis in this application is on the reduction of the pilot's present manu- 
al workload by using the speech channel (A-2.1). The commands to the avionics 
control system to change communication channel frequencies, present displays, or 
report equipment status can use the vocabulary and syntactical structure of the 
requests the pilot would issue to his copilot for the same purpose. Hence the interac- 
tion would be natural and rapid tA-1.1, A-1.3L 

The interaction takes place in a limited context. A relatively small vocabulary 
(50-100 words) and a constrained syntax can be used without greatly affecting the 
interacticn. The simplicity of the transducer and its panel equipment (C-5 and C-10) 
allows the pilot to pnter commands without the need to concentrate on the manipu- 
lation of the inter ikce devices. 

The major pioblems arise from the environmental effects. The aircraft engine, 
the equipment in the cockpit, end the oilot's oxygen mask produce acoustical noise, 
which may interfere with the operatic i of the speech interface (P-4.1, P-S.2, P-9.li. 
Electrical interference and crosstalk also affect the speech interface (P-5.lt. Special 
microphones, filtering equipment, or digital processing may be required for ade- 
quate reduction of the noise problems. 

The principal effect of noise interference is the reduction of speech recognition 
accuracy. In meet of the avionics control tasks, the pilot cannot be expected to offer 
a commflnd more than twice The need to repeat a command should arise onlv a 
small number of times. Any need to engage in a longer dialog to recognize a con, 
mand will defeat the advantages of the speech interface. Hence, reliability is an 
important design criterion. All other interface design factors [4j can be used for 
achieving high reliability. The vocabulary and syntax can lie selected and structured 
to minimize recognition ambiguity, coniidirable system tuning may be peimitted, 
and user training may be made a part of the genera! flight training program. 

Finally, the speech interface equipment—analog and digital processors and 
associated memory units—must be added to the aircraft's equipment load at the 
expense of space, weight, power consumption, and, possibly, other operational fea- 
tures that could have been incorporated in lieu cf the speech interface. Whether 
these costs arr acceptable in view of the benefits gained—relieving the pilot cf 
manual control tasks that interfere with the performance of his primary missions- 
depends on the specifics of the situation. 

BMSB 
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Table 2 

SPEECH INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristic 

C 1    Speech  is man's patursl  and 
primary  coamunlcatlcn 
rhsnneJ 

Attractive   Feature Problen Area 

A-i.i     Use of  speech  Is   familiar 
and convenient  when  the 
language   is  slnllar   to na- 
tural  language 

A-i,2 Speech tn highly suitable 
and the preferred channel 
for spontaneous ciessages 

A-1,3    Sp ech   1?  potentially   the 
h.ghest   capacity,  aost  ver- 
jatile nan-conputer cotBuni- 
catlon  channel 

A-1.4     Using  »peech,   .simultaneous 
conBinlcatlon with both oen 
•nd xacMr.es   Is possible 

A-l.5    Speech  is a natural way for 
aen to  receive  cosmunlca- 
clons   fro« others.     It 1» 
ccepatlble with  the use of 
■peech as a  cosputer  Input 
channel 

A-l.S     Several   spuken aessages   zän 
b« aioultanously  receive! and 
isiderstcod  by nan 

P-i.i    Artificial  syntax,   re- 
stricted vocabulary,  etc. 
tend   to mitigate   the na- 
turalness of   sneech 

P-1.2    The use of feedback  for 
clsrlfIcation nay   reduce 
the  channel  capacity of 
speech  to a considerable 
extent 

P-l.3    Tor Ban,   the  rate  of re- 
ceiving spoken aessages   Is 
auch slower   than  receiving 
aessages  through  the visual 
channel 

The speech channel   la  inde- 
pendent of  the visual chan- 
nel and of  human actor 
.i.    «•-•tties 

A-2.1    Cosputer   Input  using sj-^-eeh 
can Imlx i-lace siaultaneou».'v 
with other visual or  tactile 
tasks,   or when  the speaker  is 
walking 

A-2.2     Spoken aessages can be re- 
ceived  by Ban without   inter- 
rupting  the uee of  the visual 
channel or any 'sotor activi- 
ties,   and  in total  datKness 

C-3 Speech contains  infonaatlon 
about   the speaker 

A-3.1     Speech  Interface  allows iP-j.l     Difftrenccs  of  individual 
checking  th.   sj-eaker's  Idea- chara   'jrlstics   Increase 
City  for a.-'üss  control  pur- 
poses 

A-1.2     The  speech  coaaunicatlon 
channel   allows oou'torlr.g 
ehe physical  and  eautlapal 
state  oi   the  speaker 

A-3.3    Speech output by r^mp^-— 
has  the potentlsl   for highly 
effective  co^iuter-to »an 
coaaunicat Lor. 

iBple'^üitat Ion costs 

P-3.2     Spontaneous   replacs^ent  ot 
speaker* cannot  bs «ade— 
a  training session  is re- 
quired   to  time  the  recognl- 
t to,, prograas 

*,   * 
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Table 2   (Csntirtacd) 

C-5 

C-6 

C-8 

Chara-teristJc 

C-4    Spetch propagation  is oaml- 
direct lor.al .     Mo  freu  line 
of  sight  1« needed 

Attiactlve  Featuie 

Speech is  siraple  to convert 
into electrical form 

Speech is transitory «ad 
volatile 

Speech generation   is af- 
fected by mechanical 
forces on the ■pesk.er, 
but  less than  the oanual 
channel 

A-4..1    For apeech input,   the 
speaker can be  in an arbi- 
trary orientation,   some  dis- 
tance  from  the mi  rophone, 
or behind a baiiier 

A-4.2 The humai receiver of spoken 
messages can he in any arbi- 
trary orientation, sonu dis- 
tance troo the terminal, b'.- 
hind a barrier,   or  in mot'on 

A-4.3    Any number of  list« \ers can 
receive  spoken messages 
■imultaneoualy 

Problea Area 

A-5.X    Speech cowiunication with 
computers  is  com^tlble with 
exlsvlng voice  cotmunicallon 
networks and allows  input 
from rsmote  sites 

A-5.2 Use of sir le, lightweight 
microphone allows freedom 
of msvemei t 

Speech generation and pro- 
pagation art affected by 
composition and ambient 
pressure of  the atmosphere 

C-9    A propagating »ptach »iKnal 
is subject  to  interfareuce 
by other «couatic signals 

A-;.l    Speech generation  is not 
appreciably affected by 
weightlessness 

A-7.2     Speech reception by man  is 
not appreciably affected by 
woightlessnes»,  vilralions, 
ot mechanical  forces  in the 
listener 

C-10 A microphooe  la  the only 
transducer required at the 
speaker's  location 

C-1X A digital computer  la an 
eesential cleaent  In speech 
input process Ins 

.4-9,1    Interferencf permits extrac- 
tion of  information about 
events at  the  speaker's 
location 

A-10.1 The speech Interface  does 
not complicate  the  terminal 
equipment.     It   Is  simpler 
than  for any mam al  channel 

P-4.1 

P-4. 

P-5.1 

The omnidirectional nature 
of speech propagation allows 
interference by other acous- 
tical signals 

Speech coamunlcations can be 
overheard by anyone in the 
vicinity r by using eaves- 
dropping devices, thus provid- 
ing additional security threats 

The electric*! form of speech 
Is subject to electrical noise 
and distortion 

P-6.1 So hard copy Is produced as 
a byproduct of operation of 
the speech interface 

P-7.1 Speech generation IF adversely 
affected oy vibration, g-)oads, 
and other mechanical forces on 
thi  sneaker 

P-8.1 Speith intelligibility sfid na- 
tural voice chiracterlstlcs «re 
adversely affected 

P-8.2 Breathing equipment produc>« 
rolse Interference 

P-9.1 Interference by other acoustic 
signals greatly reduces speech 
Intelligibility 

P-ll.l Special equipment and processing 
is reoulred. This Increases the 
cost or limits tht interaction 
lang age 

_ *._ JW. 
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V.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The use of speech as a man-computer communication medium offers several 
attractive features over the conventional manual and visual channels. The most 
impo.lant among these are independence of the speech and auditory channels, 
which permits the performance of other manual or visual tasks while communicat- 
ing with the computer; the omnidirectional nature of speech propagation, which 
permits the operator to communicate with the computer while he is in motion or 
remote from the input/output transducers; the ability to communicate simultane 
ously with both cciiputers and humans; and the potential for using a telephone 
instrument as a complete computer terminal. 

The current problem areas in implementing continuous speech input systems 
are theoretical, technical, and economic. Theoretical problems have to do with the 
present incomplete knowledge of linguistics and semantics and lack of efficient 
algorithms for aulonatic understanding of natural language utterances Technical 
problems deal mainly with the acoustic signal processing of continuous speech 
utterances—word boundaries, basic speech elements, prosodic features, speaker- 
independent processing techniques, and the like. Economic problems stem from the 
need for special signal processing equipment and general purpose digital processing 
beyond the requirements of the current manual or visual interfaces. 

None of these problems appear to be insurmountable in applications where 
constraints on vocabulary', syntax, and speakers are acceptable. The current ARPA 
speech understanding research (SURi projects (4) and the research projects spon- 
sored by other government agencies and private industry [341 are aiming to produce 
substantial continuous speech undei standing capabilities in a few years Isolated- 
word recognition systems are already being tested in "real life" applications and 
environments [14,21). 

Despite the attractive characteristios of speech and auditory channels described 
in this report, their implementation in a particular man-computer task situation 
makes se cc only when their use is naturalfor performing the task and compatible 
with the environment. The nature of information Evolved in a man-computer task 
must be thoroughly analyzed before cemmitting to the use of a speech interface. 
Together with other modes of man-computer communication, the speech-based in- 
terfaces can help an operator concentrate on the task he is performing rather than 
on operating the interface. 
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